


STAYING RESILIENT DURING UNCERTAINTY
Some people emerge from a crisis stronger than before it started. The biggest 
differentiator in the ones who become stronger, versus those that don’t, is how they 
manage their resilience during uncertain times. 

Resilience is a key factor in wellbeing and strong mental health. Your level of resilience will 
impact how well you deal with uncertainty, change and stressful situations. 

Resilience is defined as your ability to adapt well and recover quickly after change, adversity, 
stress or sometimes trauma. Resilient people have the ability to “bounce back”, stay committed 
and even increase their efforts during difficult times. 

If you're feeling less resilient, you're more likely to dwell on problems, feel overwhelmed, use 
unhealthy coping tactics to handle stress, or develop anxiety and depression.

We live in a time where change is frequent, rapid and often intense, both in our personal lives 
and at work. Change can manifest in a number of ways from day to day changes, through to 
more serious life events or global events like COVID-19.

It is our ability to respond to, and deal effectively, with this change, that is a key factor in 
resilience, and successfully & healthily navigating uncertain times.  





RESILIENCE AND YOU
If resilience is defined as your ability to adapt well and recover quickly after change, it is useful to 
think through times where you have adapted well to change, and those you haven’t.

When we do this exercise, we can then look at the lessons from the good and bad times, that you can 
use to better navigate uncertainty in the present or the future. 

Think through the following exercise: 

1. What are the times that you have adapted well & recovered quickly after change? These may 
be times that you felt more confident, sure of your decisions or happy to be out of your comfort zone. 

Common traits:

- Confidence in the decision - no doubt
- Support system that is positive & supportive 
- Timing was right
- Feeling of excitement & unlimited possibilities
- Flexible & positive mindset
- Listening to intuition / gut feel



2. What are the times you haven’t adapted well, or it has taken a long time to recover from 
change? These may be times you felt you were dwelling on problems, felt overwhelmed or 
anxious. 

Common traits:

- Lack of confidence in decision & self doubt
- Having unsupportive people with conflicting opinions
- Uncertainty & conflict of choices
- Ignoring gut feel / intuition

What are some of the themes that occur for you? How can you apply the insight from your 
positive experience to help you adapt better to those times where you don’t deal with things as 
well? How can you apply that learning to the current situation we find ourselves in?

If you have children, or even with your team at work, how could your lessons translate into 
support for them? What could you share as coping techniques that you know have worked for 
you?





SPOT YOUR STRESS RESPONSE
In stressful situations, or following unexpected change, we all have a stress response. Thinking 
about when change occurs, or situations happen that cause you anxiety or stress, consider which 
stress response you access the most often. 

Feeling

People with a “feeling” stress response react emotionally and can stay in those feelings for an 
extended period. They often are more prone to storytelling around a situation, and bringing up 
feelings from the past. They can sometimes be described as “over-emotional” or “irrational” in a 
stressful situation, especially in a work context. 

Resilience Tip - it is likely that if this is your stress response you will do more storytelling as 
this comes more easily in a heightened emotional state. Practice separating fact from story 
so that you can see things more objectively. Facts are things you saw, heard or witnessed - 
anything other than that is the story you are putting around it. Remember that to create a 
story you have to go through your mind - so you have a choice as to whether you dwell on 
this or not. 



Choice
People with a “choice” stress response react to stress by accessing feelings and reacting first with 
emotion, but then quickly return to their normal state to process how to logically deal with things 
to create an outcome. 

Resilience Tip - It can be useful to look at how long you sit in the “feeling” phase before you 
move into processing things logically. What could you do to speed that up so you don’t use 
up as much energy in the emotional phase?

Thinking

People with a “thinking” stress response will exhibit little emotion around an event - they typically 
remain in their normal state and stay focussed on what is happening / happened to move 
forwards. They are can be described as “keeping a clear head” but can also struggle to show 
emotions / reactions to events. 

Resilience Tip - If this is your stress response, although it often good in a crisis, you do have 
to be  careful not to just forget how others may be feeling by being too logical.  





BE CAUTIOUS OF THE LANGUAGE YOU USE
Often the language we use determines how we perceive ourselves and our circumstances. By paying 
closer attention to negative self talk and coming up with alternative language can be really impactful.

Identify generalising words. Language like always, never and every, are used to generalise a 
situation and often make your world feel more closed in:

- “This always happens to me…”
- “Every time I do this, this happens…”
- “I never get an opportunity…”

Replace these words with language that is more open like: often, sometimes & usually:

- “Sometimes this happens...but sometimes it turns out like this…”
- “I usually succeed when…”
- “When I do this, often this happens…”

Replace the word try. When you use the word try, you give your subconscious permission not to do 
something, and this is often a cause for getting stuck in a spin around uncertainty- you are not giving 
yourself permission to elevate out of it. . Replace try with words like aim, target, will, do:

- “My aim is to…”
- “I am going to do…”
- “I will do…”



Reframe “why” questions to “how” and “what”. With adults, the “why” question can send 
us into defense if asked by someone else as it often feels like a personal challenge. When we 
ask it of ourselves, it can often make us access the past, trying to figure out the “why”, and 
prevent us from focussing on the useful things we could do now - in most cases it doesn’t 
really matter why. 

With children, who are often fixated with the “why” - answering why questions can actually 
produce a resistance to learning, so replacing this with them is just as important - introduce 
the “how” and “what” to help them learn more effectively. 

When you begin to answer these questions you find your child will begin to ask them 
themselves and as a result they will begin to see there is more information available in asking 
different questions. 

This is really important in both your own resilience, and that of your children. “How” and 
“what” questions drive proactive thinking, and often gets you out of a spin that comes with 
anxiety or uncertainty. 





REFRAME THE NARRATIVE
Your narrative is the story of what made you who are today, and where you are in any given 
situation. The great thing with this, is that you have the option to upgrade your narrative at 
any time. 

In difficult and uncertain times, it is easy for our narrative to remain exactly that - “these are 
difficult and uncertain times and therefore it’s right that I am just seeing all the difficulties and 
experiencing the uncertainty”. 

How can you shift this narrative? For you to access anything other than the present 
moment - you have to go through your mind. So to access the past you have to go through 
your mind to remember the past. To access the future, you have to go through your mind to 
visualise your future. This means that to access any time other than the present - it is a choice 
- you control where your mind goes. 

A useful exercise is to look at how you can flip and reframe your narrative, accepting that 
the situation is what it is, and focussing on the negative won’t help your resilience. 

- What are you, or can you, learn from this experience? 
- How is it helping you grow? 
- Where are some of the opportunities? 
- How can you make the best of it for right now? 





ADDITIONAL RESILIENCE TECHNIQUES 
Make connections. It is important to build strong relationships, both in work and in your personal 
life that you can go to to talk through challenges - even if in the current moment that is calls or 
video chat. Accepting help and support from those who care about you and will listen to you 
strengthens resilience. 
 
Avoid seeing a crisis as an insurmountable problem. You can't change the fact that stressful 
events happen, but you can change how you interpret and respond to these events. Consider that 
if you stay stuck in the negative emotions, or in fear about moving forwards, that you often create 
the very outcome you’re worried or scared about. Sometimes if something happens in your past, 
and then something similar happens again, you draw conclusions or find links that can often 
appear insurmountable. 
 
Accept that change is all part of growth. When change happens focus on the things that you 
can influence, or the positive outcomes that may come because of the change - often change 
throws us outside of our comfort zone, but the biggest growth often happens in that space. 
Through change we often learn the most about ourselves so stay focussed on the opportunities 
for self discovery. 
 



Take decisive action in a response not a reaction. Act on adverse situations as much as you 
can. Make decisive, intentional responses, rather than emotionally reacting or at the other end of 
the scale, detaching completely from problems and stresses and wishing they would just go away. 
A response is considered, intentional and purpose driven, where a reaction is often erratic, 
irrational and sporadic. You can’t control the circumstances that are going on, but you do have 
control over your response to them and how much energy you use up in the process.

Know when to pause. Although you should absolutely take decisive action where you can, it is 
also important for your resilience and mental state to know when to press the hypothetical pause 
button and take a moment to reflect, before then moving to action.
 
Stay flexible. Resilience involves maintaining flexibility and balance in your life as you deal with 
stressful circumstances and events. Although it can feel like currently things are on pause for a lot 
of people, you will still have daily demands of life that will require you to flex. The more flexibility 
you can keep in your mindset, the easier you will find it to process uncertainty and change.





ADDITIONAL TIPS FOR MANAGING UNCERTAINTY WITH 
CHILDREN
In the current climate, and breadth of the change, it is useful to consider how resilience impacts 
your children, and some techniques you can use to help them develop this. 

1. Children feed from your energy so be cautious of that, often we think that what we say is what 
matters, but your actions will be saying something too. 

2. Ask questions - a useful technique at the beginning of each day is to sit with your child and 
have them access how they are feeling. This teaches them coping mechanisms & how to influence 
their day ahead. The following questions are useful: 

- What are you thinking about today? 

- What might you want to change today? 

- How can I help? 

3. How does your child process change? Do they usually have the same routine, same clothing, 
same things outside of school? The more “sameness” your child is - the more uncertainty and 
change will impact them. The key with managing this is to keep as much of what you can control 
the same. If outside circumstances, like with COVID-19, and the inability to go to school                     
is out of your control, look at what you can keep the same. 



Can you keep their evening routine the same? Can you make the same things for dinner? If you do 
monday night dinner with the grandparents can you keep that, but do video call? Any things you 
can insert that keep routine more normal will help. 

4. Even the current homeschooling situation can impact both yours and your children’s 
resilience, especially if it isn’t going as planned. A useful technique, that often short circuits 
learning, is to consider whether they are auditory, kinesthetic or visual - it will make their learning 
experience (and yours!) easier.

- Auditory - they like to process information out loud so may want to talk things through with 
you or repeat things out loud. If this is their learning style have them discuss things verbally 
prior to working on it.

- Kinesthetic - they like to be hands on and may like to make things, try things out. If this is 
their learning style, give them the option to map things out with objects, or use a tablet to play 
a game with a similar problem (e.g. maths)

- Visual - they like to draw and visualise things. If this is their learning style, let them be creative 
with their work and where possible give them the ability to draw things out visually. 

5. Set interim deadlines. Often the thing children struggle with the most is the concept of time - 
they may feel like it will be an eternity until things go back to normal and the uncertainty is over. Set 
interim deadlines to help “we are going to do this for the next 3 weeks then look at it again”



“The bamboo that bends is stronger than the oak that resists”

Japanese Proverb

If you would like to learn more about this topic and put yourself 
through some real self development around enhancing your own 
resilience at this time, we now have an online course that 
provides additional support.

https://duo-global-consulting.mykajabi.com/offers/rETV4DuM/checkout
https://duo-global-consulting.mykajabi.com/offers/rETV4DuM/checkout


For additional questions please 

email:info@duoglobalconsulting.com           


